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CHAPTER III.

AIDS SAMARITANS:
PROVIDING PRACTICAL AND EMOTIONAL SUPPORT, 1984-1989

When Freda Wagman first heard her son had AIDS in the spring of 1983, she

refused to accept it as "nothing to worry about," as he had told her. I She had a mother's

urge to provide care and comfort, to look out for his health, but Gary lived in San

Francisco, distant from her Bellaire home. Fed up with worry and frustration, Wagman

called upon one of the community institutions conceived at Town Meeting I: the

Montrose Counseling Center. The day after this call, she set up a meeting with a

counselor, also named Gary. As Wagman recalled, "I guess I needed to rave and rant or

something. I wasn't sure what I was supposed to be doing." Gary urged Freda to

channel her frustration locally into something productive, such as volunteering for the

newly founded Kaposi's Sarcoma Committee (later, the KS/AIDS Foundation). Wagman

quickly received an assignment to type fifty copies of various forms from the New York

Gay Men's Health Crisis (GMHC), replacing the header. These forms were to be used

for client and volunteer intake, as well as providing statements of confidentiality.

Wagman returned the forms by six 0'clock that evening, delighting the woman who had

assigned her the task. "I was in at that point," Wagman recalled. This initial

commitment to AIDS volunteerism started Wagman's lifelong relationship with

I Freda Wagman, interviewed by Jonathan Heath, tape recording, Houston, TX, 30 March 2005,2.
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Houston's gay community. What she could not offer her son, she offered others in his

place'

Wagman soon began attending the Foundation's meetings, held at the Liberty

Bank building on Westheimer and Montrose. In the absence of chairs, Wagman and

others sat on the floor and talked about how to respond to the AIDS crisis in Houston.3

During the following year, Wagman continued volunteering in her spare time, doing

office work and stuffing envelopes-to be distributed at bars each Saturday night-full of

reading material about AIDS and condoms." "My whole life revolved around that place,"

she remembered, "even though I had a full-time job."s However, by late 1984, Freda's

involvement took a different, and perhaps unexpected, direction as a new need confronted

the KS/AIDS Foundation, one which overtook the priority of educating the community.

Because no social support system existed to respond to the myriad needs of a person

afflicted with this new disease, people with AIDS (PWAs) turned to the Foundation in

desperation, often hungry, unable to pay bills, and sometimes homeless. Many of these

individuals had lost their jobs once knowledge of their illness reached an employer's ears,

while others found themselves unable to work as the disease progressed."

In the face of this new component of the AIDS crisis, the Foundation transformed

from an organization focused on AIDS prevention to one providing essential support

services. Volunteers like Wagman-many of whom put in 10 to 12 hours a week with

2 Ibid., 4.
3 Ibid.
4 Ibid., 8.
5 Ibid., 9.
6 Wilson, "History," 11.
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the Foundation-went from stuffing envelopes to providing vital day-to-day assistance.i

They helped with tasks ranging from shopping, cooking, cleaning, and transportation to

applying for existing public assistance and offering emotional support.' Wagman's story

typifies this next phase in the response to AIDS in Houston: the growing need for public

assistance and corresponding growth in the boundaries of community, as friends and

family members ofPWAs, as well as concerned citizens, joined organizations built and

supported by the gay community. Altman and Andriote both note-but do not

emphasize-this new influx of volunteers, which occurred in San Francisco and New

York as well as Houston.9 As with early educational awareness campaigns, the same

community-wide effort in creating organizations, recruiting volunteers, and eliciting

donations proved as vital, or even more so, with the expanding social service response.

The problems of individuals growing ill from AIDS appeared suddenly at the doorstep of

Houston's AIDS organizations and came with little precedent for an appropriate

response, but the Foundation and its volunteers did not avoid the challenge.

In late 1983, the Foundation began receiving calls for help from individuals who

found nowhere else to turn. One such individual was a gay man named Luigi Guadagno.

In April of that year, when Guadagno first told friends he had AIDS, most wished him

luck and disappeared. A "proud and stubborn person," Guadagno thought he could live

with the disease on his own, but as his condition worsened, he found that he could no

longer survive living alone in an apartment without help with "basic needs" and "moral

support." He had never considered himself the kind of person who would have to rely on

7 "AFH Volunteer Services department makes great strides," Lifeline, April 1989.
8 Wilson, "History," 14.
9 Altman, 85; Andriote, 117.
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a social service organization, but by November, Guadagno reluctantly gave in and made

the call. Immediately, as Guadagno described, Foundation volunteers "came over and

made sure that I ate properly, had food in my refrigerator and, at all times, provided

transportation to the hospital and back." Perhaps even more importantly, they offered

him "company" in his struggle. He had AIDS, but did not have to face the disease

alone.l''

Guadagno offered his testimonial in an "open letter to the gay community"

printed in the Montrose Voice, noting his experience and that of "several other people

who at this time are sicker than I am."ll The Foundation officially called this rapid team

response "the Attendant Care Program," but it later became known simply as the "buddy

system.,,12 Developed first by the GMHC in New York, the buddy system involved

teams including "patient advocates," who assessed an incoming client's needs, and

"buddies," who provided the actual assistance.i '

The Foundation targeted the system especially at individuals in the late stages of

AIDS because of their inability to maintain employment or perform even basic tasks of

self care. Upon receiving a request for help, team members analyzed the needs of a new

client in three major areas: finances, meals, and transportation. Patient advocates

reported a client's "case" at the Social Services Committee Meeting, recommending what

kind of provisions each client should receive. To cover rent and utilities, a PW A could

receive direct and immediate financial support from the Foundation while awaiting

10 Luigi Guadagno, "AIDS Foundations Help After Friends Desert," Montrose Voice, 18
November 1983. -

11 Ibid.
12 Dr. Charlie Evans, "Buddy System," Lifeline, February 1984.
13 Wilson, "History," 11, 13. ~
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approval for Social Security benefits, food stamps, or other federal or local assistance

programs. Volunteers from the Foundation prepared and brought meals to PWAs unable

to cook for themselves, often sharing the meal with the client. In many cases, clients

unable to drive to doctor appointments received rides from volunteers, although this

became too problematic with many buddies and volunteers working during the day.

Thus, the Foundation established a contract with a taxi service to provide vouchers for

this much needed transportation. 14

In the earliest days of the buddy system, the Foundation had the luxury of

working in teams of four to six people. "With six people you get a lot done," Wagman

explained; "You could help them shop, you could take them to the doctor, clean the

house, do the laundry, and all sorts of things." Quickly, however, the growing number of

AIDS cases overwhelmed the Foundation, and the buddy system had to became a one-on-

one relationship. Becoming a one-on-one buddy seemed a daunting task to Wagman

initially, so she opted to become an "advocate" instead. 15 Although a PWA himself,

Foundation volunteer Andrew Boyd found the energy to serve as an advocate and train

others for the job, including matching prospective advocates with incoming clients.

Describing his new work as "better than money," Boyd explained the rewards of the task:

"when you get a note in the mail from parents thanking you for the hour and a half you

spent with their son-that really touches me.,,16

14 Ibid, 13-14; Dr. Evans, "Buddy System." By 1989, grants from Hermann Trust Charitable Care
Endowment and Broadway Cares, a New York AIDS support organization, provided $13,395 in funds for
the transport ofPWAs to and from hospitals and doctor's appointments; "AIDS Foundation gets funds,"
Houston Chronicle, 15 May 1989.

15 Wagman, 5.
16 "People Making a Difference," Lifeline, September-October 1988.
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Eventually, the role of advocates evolved into "case managers," as the

Foundation's list of clients in need grew to between 800 and 1000 by 1989. Case

managers brought experience in related social service jobs, and focused on helping

clients gain access to the "many entitlement programs and social services" for which they

qualified. Case Manager Harry Livesay described ten to fifteen percent of the client base

in 1989 to be in "constant need," or "crisis situations," while Ron Gardner counted 210

clients under his watch, an average of200-300 phone calls a week, twenty to thirty office

visits per week, and six to eight home or hospital visitations.l+Whcre Wagman's

relationship to clients as an advocate in the early 1980s left her becoming "attached to

everybody," the more systematic approach under case managers-a necessity as the

caseload increased-was more detached. 18 However, this system still allowed "a good

deal of time" to be spent with each PW A on field days conducted once a week. 19

Both Altman and Andriote stress the "therapeutic" quality of having a buddy,

beyond a PWA's needs for practical support, often best provided merely by listening and

spending time with the client.2o Despite it being essentially an "appointed friendship,"

the Foundation's buddies often bonded with their clients.t' Veronica Ramirez, who

volunteered after watching ten of her gay friends die of AIDS, brought groceries to Jim

Sharp, in addition to making him meals. The two also went to dinner together regularly,

and called each other up to three times a day. Describing her own "open mindedness" in

volunteering to help a gay man with AIDS, Ramirez commented, "As much as AIDS has

17 "Case managers offer guidance and support to clients," Lifeline, May 1989.
18 Wagman, 5.
19 "Case managers offer."
20 Altman, 85; Andriote, 107.
21 Clifford Pugh, "Don has AIDS-related complex. Robert is a Baptist minister. Now they're best

friends," The Houston Post, 13 October 1985.
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unified the gay community, it also has brought straights and gays together." 22 Marty

Pierce said of his buddy Mary Walbert, "Sometimes I come in to talk to Mary because

I've been to the doctor and Ijust need to tell someone about it." Although Yose Samayoa

had considered himself too "independent" for a buddy, he soon found he "really did need

Craig [his buddy]. Craig and I can share things that I could never share even with my

friends.',23 As buddy Dr. Charlie Evans explained, "Many times what's really needed is

just being there.,,24

Buddies also provided help with the difficult decisions in the face of a chronic,

fatal disease. Beyond theatre outings and parties, Michael Coleman's buddy, Kay

Fahlberg, accompanied him on a trip back to see his family in Vidor, Texas. He had been

distanced from them and living in Baltimore before his diagnosis. Coleman had thought

a buddy "just called to check up on you, to see if you were taking your medicine. I didn't

know friendship was possible, so I didn't expect it.,,25 As Wilson described, "A buddy

may turn out to be the best or only friend the AIDS patient has at a crucial time ofhis/her

life.,,26

Being a buddy was not, however, an easy task. "Many times, the work is not

pretty," commented Barbara Boughton of The Houston Post; "People who work with

AIDS patients learn to change messy diapers, clean bathrooms, watch over the dying.

Sometimes it is frustrating for them to see friends with AIDS die.,,27 Foundation client

22 Leslie Linthicum, Montrose and AIDS: Death becoming an everyday visitor to neighborhood at
the hub," The Houston Post, 22 March 1987.

23 Barbara Boughton, "They Can't Look Away: Houstonians find their work with AIDS patients is
their reward," The Houston Post, 18 September 1988.

24 Dr. Evans, "Buddy System."
25 "AFH Buddy Teams support budding friendships," Lifeline, March 1989.
26 Wilson, "History," 14.
27 Boughton, "They Can't Look Away."
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Jim Sharp commented, "it is not pretty to see someone in the last stages," and death was a

subject he and his buddy avoided more than confronted. To cope with this challenge,

weekend training sessions for buddies offered an "AIDS 101," where volunteers

discussed the possibility of death and the "emotional upheaval of being a 'buddy. ",28

Groups of buddies also formed their own networks of support and support groups to vent

frustrations and emotions to others who would understand."

Despite the challenges of the work, however, buddy relationships also proved

rewarding for volunteers themselves. As Dr. Charlie Evans explained, because her client

"very quickly became a very dear friend," her duties "have never been a chore," but

instead, "a 'want to' rather than a 'have to. '" Dr. Evans described her service as a buddy

as "one of the most profound learning and self-growth experiences of my life," and one

where she "received far more" than she had given." By 1987, approximately 600

volunteers for the Foundation served as buddies.31 Not paid even a penny for their

services, buddies proved "indispensable," according to a volunteer coordinator, often

going "above and beyond the call of duty to provide the physical, emotional and spiritual

support that is so often lacking. ,,32

In conjunction with the buddy system, clients still capable of preparing their own

meals relied on Project Food, and later, Stone Soup, both food pantries made available to

PWAs, stocked solely with donated food. The first of these services, Project Food,

included donated dietary staples such as meats, bread, and dairy products, delivered

28 David Ellison, "AIDS buddy program a 'two-way street,''' The Houston Post, l3 August 1989.
29 Dr. Evans, "Buddy System."
30 Ibid.
31 Linthicum, "Montrose and AIDS."
32 Boughton, "They Can't Look Away."
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directly to clients by a special team of buddies.r' As the Foundation's client base grew,

home delivery became impractical, leading to the creation of a new service in 1987 called

Stone Soup, an emergency food pantry dedicated to "ensuring that the most basic human

need is met: that of feeding the body, nourishing people for the strength needed to fight

against this epidemic, killer disease.Y" Named after a well-known folk tale, Stone Soup

operated like a miniature grocery store located within the Foundation's McAdory Social

Services Center. The pantry opened its doors three days a week, offering a wide variety

items, from toiletries to canned goods, and eventually perishable items such as produce

and dairy products with the donation of a $1,000 cooler from the National AIDS

Network. With most income from a PWA's disability check going toward medical bills,

Stone Soup coordinator Bruce Cook explained the difficulty in having to take the "hard

step" of asking for "handouts," often for the "first time in their lives." Thus, the

"neighborhood grocery store" atmosphere of the pantry helped ease the transition. 35

The largest food pantry for PW As in Texas at its opening, Stone Soup also held

the distinction of being the only "self supporting" and exclusively volunteer-staffed

pantry of its type in the country. Fourteen volunteers covered stocking and management

of the pantry, and perhaps more importantly, soliciting donations from the cornmunity"

Writing in the Voice, Cook stressed that "our success depends strongly on our grassroots

support," since the Foundation lacked room in its budget to stock the pantry itself. In

response to the steady increase in clientele from 63 in January to 115 in February, Cook

33 Wilson, "History," 14.
34 Bruce Cook, "Pitching in for Stone Soup," Montrose Voice, 13 March 1987; "Stone Soup

Ribbon Cutting," Lifeline, March 1987.
35 Leslie, Linthicum, "Pantry offers taste of compassion," The Houston Post, 11 June 1987.
36 Ibid.
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urged individuals within the community to provide donated canned goods, as well as

items in constant high demand: "Toilet tissue, vitamins, dish, hand and laundry soaps,

mayonnaise, condiments and sauces.,,37 Many toiletries and cleaning supplies also could

not be purchased with food stamps, leaving Stone Soup as a vital means of acquiring

them.i" Two for one deals and "double-coupon days" at grocery stores offered specials

donors could take advantage of, while churches and private parties could collect bags of

donated items, Cook recommended." Such events had already helped to stock the

pantry, as well as regular donations from grocery stores (Jamail & Sons Food Market,

and 15 to 25 bags of items from Kroger twice per month). As they had during the safe

sex campaign, gay bars and businesses also came through with donations and fundraising

benefits for Stone SOUp.40

Perhaps an even greater need than food presented itself with the issue of housing

for homeless and seriously ill PW As. Less than two years into the organization's

existence, PWAs began showing up literally at the doorsteps of board members, as well

as calling the Foundation hotline in desperation, with nowhere to turn." As KS/AIDS

Foundation President Wilson, recalled,

Another patient called for help. He was too ill to work, couldn't pay his rent, and
had no one to take care of him at home. Another called saying it would take five
to six months [to] get his first disability check from Social Security .... "Another
was being kicked out of his apartment because he had AIDS, [while] another
simply couldn't pay the rent because he had lost his job."

37 Cook, "Pitching in."
38 Linthicum, "Pantry offers."
39 Cook, "Pitching in."
40 Linthicum, "Pantry offers"; "Stone Soup Ribbon Cutting."
41 In New York, the problem was even more complex, with the tight housing market and high

property values in the city; Altman, 87. San Francisco's Shanti Project appears to have had more success;
Andriote, 107.

42 Wilson, "History," 11.
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A Montrose Voice article recounted the "not untypical" story of one man who had lost his

job, had expended his savings on rent and medical care, and had been abandoned by a

father who told a Foundation counselor, "He's your problem now, not mine. Bury him

there ifhe dies." Still others lived in their cars-an unhealthy environment even for

healthy individuals. Such cases left PWAs, often in and out of the hospital, in a situation

where "the disease itself becomes only a portion of their worries," as Michael Shannon of

the Voice explained.l'' Writing in 1985, Wilson described the need for housing as the

"major obstacle" facing the organization in its drive to provide essential social services."

Because "the most primitive of social services simply does not exist in Houston," Wilson

argued that confronting the problem lay squarely in the hands of the gay community."

The case of one such PW A, Fabian Bridges, illustrated the seriousness of the

problem. In October of 1985, Captain Jack Fullbright of the Houston Police Department

Vice Division kept a close eye on Bridges, a homeless gay man thought to have AIDS.

HPD had been instructed by city health director Dr. James Haughton to keep Bridges

under "constant surveillance," fearing he might prostitute himself, despite his emaciated

frame and KS lesions all over his body." Of course, he had not always been "homeless,

penniless and sick.,,47 Fabian Bridges had once had a job, a salary, an apartment-that is,

until he found himself diagnosed with AIDS.48 Bridges came to Houston only three years

before, seeking the opportunity for a better life. Landing a job with Harris County Flood

43 Michael Shannon, "Victim of More Than AIDS: One Man's Story," Montrose Voice, 2
November 1984.

44 Wilson, "History," 12.
45 Michael B. Wilson, letter to Fred Wichlep, 17 July 1984.
46 Ruth SoRelle and Andrew Benson, "Sick, frightened AIDS victim voluntarily enters Ben Taub,"

Houston Chronicle, 3 October 1985.
47 Ruth SoRelle, "AIDS victim inspired fear, not sympathy," Houston Chronicle, 4 October 1985.
48 "AIDS: A National Inquiry," PBS Frontline, Boston: WGBH, 1986,22.
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Control, he began spending some of his $19,000 annual salary enjoying the nightlife in

Montrose. In the short span of three years, his dream descended into a nightmare, as the

ticking time bomb in his blood stream waited for the moment to explode, obliterating

both his immune system and his social obscurity.i"

When Dr. Robert Awe, Chief of Pulmonary Medicine at Jefferson-Davis Hospital

first saw Bridges in April of 1985, the young man already exhibited several AIDS-related

infections and was ill enough that his landlady had called an ambulance for him.50 His

prognosis seemed clear: like all AIDS patients in 1985, he would probably die, sooner

rather than later. However, Fabian Bridges did not die." Leaving the hospital after an

expensive three month stay for which he could not pay, Bridges had his life, but little

else. He no longer had a job, and therefore did not have any money or a place to live.

When he sought out his family in the Midwest for help, he found fearful, yet hesitantly

closed doors. Living on the streets in Indianapolis, Bridges soon found himself in jail

after trying to steal a bicycle. When he told officers arresting him he had AIDS, they put

him in an isolation cell and eventually released him. Shortly after, he ended up back in

Houston, but with a news crew following him. 52

Like his counterpart from nearly a century before, Typhoid Mary, Bridges found

himself at the mercy of public health officials, who insisted of the danger he posed, while

Fabian himself remained unwilling to accept the seriousness of his condition. Unable to

49 Ibid., 5.
50 Andrew Benson and Steve Friedman, "The man with AIDS: 'I felt like an outcast,''' Houston

Chronicle, 4 October 1985.
51 "AIDS: A National Inquiry," 6. Judith Walzer Leavitt's Typhoid Mary: Captive to the Public's

Health, (Boston: Beacon Press, 1996) provides an eloquent discussion of Mary Mallon's long interaction
with public health officials. The most distinct difference between treatment of Mary and of Fabian
Bridges, however, is that public health officials never went so far as to force him into isolation, or
quarantine, as they had done with Mary.

52 "AIDS: A National Inquiry," 8.
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quarantine Fabian legally, Dr. Haughton personally delivered a letter warning him not to

have any sex whatsoever, leaving the job of enforcing this to the Houston Police

Department's Vice Squad." However, without observing Bridges commit a crime, HPD

could do little more than monitor him 24 hours a day from a nearby command center

downtown, a costly endeavor. Frustrated and phobic, after two days of monitoring

Bridges, the Vice Squad called gay activist Ray Hill. 54

What Fabian Bridges had needed most he had never received from city health

institutions or government. As Hill said afterwards, "the whole thing was a circus of

people trying to find solutions to a problem they didn't understand in an environment

which they could not possibly help solve the problem. So all the official efforts were

farces and failurea.'i" He recalled the day he received the phone call from HPD, saying

"we've got a homeless person, probably a hustler with AIDS, on the streets downtown,

and he's costing us a fortune to keep under surveillance. Do you know what to do with

him? And I said sure, I'll take him. He's mine. I'll have him.,,56 Asked why he decided

to take this responsibility upon himself, Hill explained that with the city lacking a

solution, he figured someone had to step up and respond. 57

Arriving downtown, Hill found police waiting to escort him into the makeshift

command center, filled with television monitors, telephones, and numerous police

officers and secretaries. Bridges sat alone outside." Leaving downtown with the young

man, Hill had to escape the "parade" of news trucks following the two. Fortunately, John

53 SoRelle, "Sick, frightened."
54 Ibid.; "AIDS: A National Inqury," 18-22.
55 "AIDS: A National Inquiry," 25.
56 Hill, 15.
57 "AIDS: A National Inquiry," 24.
58 Hill, 15.
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Paul Barnich, legal counsel for the KS/AIDS Foundation, helped disguise Bridges inside

a Montrose restaurant, then drove Fabian to Ben Taub.59 To appease an angry media,

Hill held a press conference at the hospital, explaining that Fabian would be taking a

"little lower profile":

He's in need oftreatrnent. Do you understand that? And he doesn't, he's not
going to be part of the circus anymore. I will give you daily updates, so that you
know what's going on. We'll be here every day at six o'clock for the 10 o'clock
news, and so that's just the way it is.6o

Where others had failed and even exploited Fabian, individuals like Hill, who

Chronicle reporter Ruth SoRelle described as the "real hero" of the story, and Barnich,

who took Bridges into his own home after his release from Ben Taub, found solutions for

the problems of this homeless, socially rejected man." "Fabian Bridges is now with

friends," Hill commented to the Voice; "He is not alone, not hungry, and not without

resources.,,62 According to Hill, the "Bridges episode" showed that, in the absence of

city or county solution to the housing crisis, homeless PW As "could be cared for by the

KS/AIDS Foundation and the gay community without government intervention.,,63 Don

Holloway, President of Boulder County AIDS Project, observed of Bridges' story that,

59 Barnich's history of involvement with the KS/AIDS Foundation began in 1983, after driving his
car into a car wash conducted by a local bar to raise funds for AIDS. Instead of driving away, Barnich
chose to stay and help. Shortly thereafter, he began volunteering at McAdory House. After providing
shelter for Bridges, Barnich took on numerous AIDS-related legal cases on behalf of the Foundation; Leslie
Linthicum, "Houston lawyer mans front lines of AIDS-related service," The Houston Post, 10 July 1988.

60 Hill, 16.
61 SoRelle, "AIDS victim inspired."; "The Saga of Fabian Bridges Meets a Tragic End," Montrose

Voice, 22 November 1985.
62 "Fabian Bridges Leaves Hospital, Finds Refuge with Friends," Montrose Voice, 11 October 1985;

"AIDS: A National Inquiry," 26, 28. Fabian died on November 17, 1985, spending only a week in Barnich's
home and the rest of his last month in hospital care.

63 Alan Bernstein, "AIDS victim Bridges dies in hospital here," Houston Chronicle, 19 November
1985.
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"When other people, when health officials and government officials could not be

successful the gay community could.,,64

Initially, KS/AIDS Foundation volunteers took homeless PWAs, such as Fabian

Bridges, into their own homes, a far more cost-effective solution than paying for motel

rooms. However, this put a strain upon volunteers, who could not keep up with the wide-

ranging, constant needs of those with AIDS. Often both "desperately ill" and

"emotionally upset," many PWAs required "twenty-four hour" care. Volunteers in these

circumstances "burned out very quickly." Thus, the Foundation called a series of

community meetings with "representatives of every level of government and every

concerned organization and agency," proposing a "plan of action" that would include a

residence for homeless PWAs as well as a system of distributing home health care for ill

PWAs being turned away by nursing homes/"

The project could not, however, get off the ground without addressing the huge

increase in funds required to provide this service (the estimated total budget for the

residence for 1985 was $180,000).66 As Andriote notes, San Francisco's Shanti

Project-the city's primary support services provider-had opened the first AIDS

residence in the world in 1982 with support from the city's Department of Public Health,

but such collaboration between city and CBOs did not exist in Houston.67 In a"

fundraising letter to the Texas Eastern Corporation, Wilson also described the availability

64 "AIDS: A National Inquiry," 53.
65 Wilson, "History," 12-13.
66 Michael Shannon, "KS/AIDS Foundation Opens McAdory House," Montrose Voice, 2 November

1984.
67 Andriote, 107.
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of funds from city, county, and state agencies as "non-existent or unacceptable.t''" Once

again, the Foundation turned to the gay community for support. As they had from the

inception of the Kaposi's Sarcoma Committee, one of the first organizations to step up

and answer the call for increased funding, the Diana Foundation, pledged $12,000,

covering the entire first year's lease for the residence" However, individual donations

were necessary as well. Ron Sioux, owner of the bar Cousins, urged Montrose residents,

in a letter to the editor of the Voice, to "Imagine yourself a PW A with no one to listen

while you vent your frustrations, fear and anger," or "nowhere to turn for counseling or

emergency financial assistance" and "turned out by your family." Simply sacrificing two

drinks or one movie a week and pledging the five dollars to the Foundation could "fund

all support and education programs with a bundle left over for research programs.t'"

Along these lines, the Foundation's Patient Services Committee established a

fund for private donations earmarked specifically for the residence. As Bryan Guiot,

Chairman of the AIDS Residence Advisory Committee, commented, "Donations of all

kinds are being received daily, including a van for transportation to and from hospitals,

televisions sets and video recorders, furniture, even a piano." Donated labor from

painters, carpenters, and plumbers helped prepare the chosen site (located on California

between Montrose and Grant), a response residence administrative director David Foster

described as "so surprising as to be almost 'magic. '" "They just walk in and go to work,"

Foster explained."

68 Wilson, letter to Fred Wichlep.
69 "Patient Services Expands Its Role In a Big Way!" Lifeline, September 1984; Shannon, "KS/AIDS

Foundation Opens."
70 Ron Sioux, "Everyone Welcome at Cousins," Montrose Voice, 8 August 1986.
71 Shannon, "KS/AIDS Foundation Opens."
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The continued strong response within the gay community for donated time and

funds proved doubly critical with the "deeply" disappointing news in June of 1985 that

Houston's chapter of the United Way had rejected the Foundation's application for

$150,000 in financial support.r' According to United Way officials, the rejection

resulted from dwindling revenues during the slump in Houston's oil economy. However,

sources within United Way privately indicated that the rejection had been a "political

decision," based upon worries that supporting an organization fighting a disease linked

almost exclusively to gay men would impact future fundraising campaigns. Despite the

Foundation's application being "one of the most professional" ever received by the

agency, United Way officials provided only a list of "other charitable organizations" to

consult for funding.r'

In December of 1985, the United Way did approve a $50,000 "one-time

emergency grant" specifically to fund the AIDS residence, but denied other requests

geared for safe sex materials and programs, choosing instead to spend $10,000 creating

their own "in-house materials.t'" According to an unnamed trustee, funding the

organization's educational efforts would be "an embarrassment" and "a problem"

because "sex acts widely regarded as immoral" would appear in the Foundation's

materials. In addition, United Way chose to distribute a $119,000 grant to the Visiting

Nurse Association for home health care, denying the Foundation's request for $50,000

72 "United Way Says No to Houston KS/AIDS Foundation This Year," Montrose Voice, 7 June
1985.

73 Rebecca Trounson, "United Way feeling pinch from loss of funds," Houston Chronicle, 6 June
1985.

74 Alan Bernstein, "AIDS foundation criticizes lack of United Way help," Houston Chronicle, 30
May 1986; Rad Sallee, "United Way here to donate $170,000 for AIDS victims," Houston Chronicle, 19
December 1985.
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for an identical service.i'' Undeterred, the Foundation raised $109,000 in pledges through

a summer campaign, meeting the $100,000 goal to fund the residence (65 percent of the

funds raised had been designated for the support services branch of the organization)."

Understanding the tenuous status of available funds, a press release urged continued

community support "due to lack of needed funds from United Way.,,77

With just enough in the bank, on November 1, 1984, Houston's first AIDS

residence opened-the only such facility in the nation entirely funded through private

donations "without any public assistance" or "tax dollars.t" Considering its unique path

to fruition, Wilson described the new residence as "a case of our community taking care

of its own," of which the Foundation felt "particularly proud.v" Speaking at its opening

ceremony, Executive Director of the National Gay Task Force, Virginia Apuzzo, called

the facility "a shining monument to the gay communities of the world."sO

The residence took the name of McAdory House in honor of the organization's

tireless founder, who died of AIDS less than two weeks before its opening." Through

McAdory House, the Foundation offered a place where PWAs who were homeless,

indigent, recovering from intensive chemotherapy treatments, or needing "convalescent

75 Sallee, "United Way here."
76 Sheri Cohen Darbonne, "Success of AIDS Foundation Fund Drive Eases Money Crunch,"

Montrose Voice, 29 September 1986.
77 "United Way Says No."
78 Wilson, "History," 13; Shannon, "KS/AIDS Foundation Opens."
79 Shannon, "KS/AIDS Foundation Opens."
80 Wilson, "History," 13.
8! Lindy Wyche, "'Lord Mac' Dies of AIDS-But Some Good Things Never End," Montrose

Voice, 26 October 1984. It is worth nothing that as the Foundation transitioned from an organization
focused on educational awareness to providing social services for ill PW As, McAdory himself, like so
many PWAs, died needing 24-hour care from his partner, Leif, who continued to be involved in the
Foundation's work many years after McAdory's death. Longtime President of the Foundation, Michael
Wilson, died of AIDS on August 13, 1987.
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care" following treatment for opportunistic infections could "live with dignity.,,82

Describing the "temporary residence," Guiot included "those needing psychosocial

support" along with evicted and seriously ill PW As, but emphasized the facility would be

"more a rooming house" than a nursing home.83 Residents of McAdory House needed to

be "ambulatory.r'" The living arrangements of the house, as described in the Voice,

included "grooming and dressing" assistance, trips to hospitals or clinics if needed,

catered lunches and dinners, home entertainment, and excursions to shopping malls or

theatres, all arranged by volunteers.Y For residents as well as non-residents, the

Foundation offered "recreational and social programs" to combat the "many hours of

abandonment and loneliness" experienced by PWAs.86

By May of 1985, the residence reached capacity, which may explain why Bridges

ended up in Barnich's home for the short duration of his life, although he may have been

bedridden as well." Four years after its grand opening, McAdory House had remained

continuously occupied at full capacity-about fifteen residents. Because of this limited

space, during the later 1980s, as cases of full-blown AIDS continued to increase, the

Foundation emphasized the residence as a "short-term shelter," giving a PWA time to get

his or her "affairs in order.,,88 Some PWAs stayed as little as a week until finding space

and care with family or friends, while others with "special concerns" stayed beyond the

recommended 90-day period of residence. 89

82 Wilson, "History," 14.
83 Shannon, "KS/AIDS Foundation Opens."; "Patient Services Expands."
84 "McAdory House is a Full House," Montrose Voice, 31 May 1985.
85 Shannon, "Victim of More Than AIDS."
86 Wilson, "History," 13-14.
87 "McAdory House is a Full."
88 "PWA Housing Program: From Dream to Reality," Lifeline, November 1988.
89 Harry Lifesay, "Mac House provides care to those who need it most," Lifeline, May 1989.
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One resident in 1989 expressed thankfulness for the assistance: "I really enjoy

living here ... McAdory House has provided me an opportunity to regain my health, to

take responsibilities I haven't had in a while. It's home.,,9o Another resident, Tyler

Thackeray, faced the dilemma of moving in with family and being distant from

Houston's hospitals, or remaining in the city and dealing with the difficulties of

unemployment and potential homelessness. Case manager Harry Livesay allowed

Thackeray into McAdory House while recuperating from a bout of pneumocystis carynii

pneumonia and waiting for Social Security benefits to become available. In this case, the

residence proved the perfect option. "Without Mac House," Thackeray explained, "I'm

not sure what I would have done." Healthy enough to take care of "daily household

duties," he also found an increase in self-confidence, patience, and persistence to face the

rigors of daily life as a PWA. After his stay, Thackeray moved in with a friend,

continuing to rely on the Foundation's food pantry. 91

As with Thackeray, the emotional state of residents at McAdory House was not an

overlooked issue. Keeping the residence open and functioning required a staff of 33

volunteers "whimsically referred to as the Sisters of Perpetual Attitude, because of one of

their chief duties: helping the resident PWAs maintain positive attitudes." Each

volunteer had a title relating to their background: Sister Mass Transit for a trucker, Sister

Juris Prudence for a lawyer, and Reverend Mother Superior for a retired school teacher.

Jack Witherspoon, better known as Sister Mop & Glow, oversaw the team of volunteers.

Witherspoon began volunteering in late 1984 with hopes of providing care while a cure

remained out of reach. His definition of care included the "basic need" of being touched

90 Ibid.
91 "AFH clints face difficult decisions and choices," Lifeline, October 1989.
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and hugged, particularly essential at a time when PW As often found themselves as

terrifying as lepers to nurses and other care providers. "I hug each one when I come to

work and hug them again when I leave," Witherspoon explained, noting the equal

difficulty for PWAs of being rejected by friends and family members."

Witherspoon also watched the rest of the volunteers for signs of depression and

"burnout." Since the beginning of his tenure as a volunteer, he had himself watched six

residents die, and three of those in the span of four weeks.l" To address this challenging

environment, the Foundation called in volunteer therapists from the Montrose Counseling

Center for regular visits with the McAdory House staff." The volunteers also formed

their own self-support groups. Witherspoon commented, "I've found the Foundation

cares about its volunteers as much as it cares for PWAs.,,95 The Foundation's

administration realized the value of the dedication exhibited by volunteers at McAdory

House despite the significant challenges of the work. Administrative director David

Foster offered superlatives for the staff, and the residence itself, saying he had "never met

a more caring, concerned, involved group of volunteers .... It's nothing but positive.

Here we've created something on our own to deal with our own problems.'?"

Another problem similar to that addressed at McAdory House involved PW As

living with family members unable to care for them during the daytime. Dr. Awe noticed

individuals dropping offPWAs at Jefferson Davis Hospital in the morning to leave them

there for the day, a situation that seemed "cruel." A portion of a state grant became

92 "Volunteer Spotlight: Sister Mop & Glow," Lifeline, November-December 1985.
93 Ibid.
94 "Patient Services Expands its Role."
95 "Volunteer Spotlight."
96 Shannon, "KS/AIDS Foundation Opens."
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available, and Bering Memorial Methodist Church, a predominantly gay church in

Montrose, had a building adjacent to the sanctuary that could be used. Thus, in March of

1988, the Bering Care Center opened for daytime occupancy. While San Francisco and

New York struggled to overcome zoning ordinances and high property values, Houston's

often maligned lack of zoning laws allowed the facility to open as the first of its kind in

the nation. With "nobody in the state or the city" stepping up to help make such a facility

happen, groups and individuals within Montrose and the gay community were "eager to

give the only thing available." Thorn White, a longtime member of the OPC and living

with AIDS himself, volunteered to serve as the facility's first director. White's

involvement stemmed from having experienced his own bouts of opportunistic infections,

and caring for his lover during the last month's of his life fighting the disease. After his

death, White felt he "needed to contribute more to the community," and with the Bering

Care Center to direct, he quickly had his "hands quite fu11.,,97

The public response toward making the facility functional was strong. Donations

from businesses and private individuals included living room furniture, two televisions,

six beds, a refrigerator, oven, microwave, cutlery, desks, and file cabinets. Donated food

streamed in from restaurants in the area, giving hope that a regular schedule for donations

from each could be scheduled. As at McAdory House, White requested only

"ambulatory" PW As, though a wheelchair ramp was being added. White noted the issue

of transportation had not been resolved, although a donated vehicle to pick up PW As

incapable of driving remained a future possibility. White raved about the response to a

call for volunteers, some of whom would have to be "one-on-one" with the most needy

97 Jeff Bray, "Adult Day Care Center First In Nation," Montrose Voice, 6 May 1988.
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PW As: "I'm so impressed with the way people are helping out," he commented. By the

end of the year, White anticipated 20 to 24 daily occupants in the day care center, and

even hoped to offer recreational and health activities such as yoga to make the days at the

center more meaningful. 98

One significant element of the PWA housing problem, however, remained

unaddressed by McAdory House or Bering Care Center. Many terminally ill PWAs

required a level of 24-hour care beyond that offered at the two facilities. At this time,

what Houston needed was an AIDS hospice. In 1986, Eleanor Munger, a 75-year-old

retired Montessori teacher and Foundation volunteer, drove past a young man with full-

blown AIDS outside out of Jefferson Davis Hospital, discharged and with nowhere to

gO.99 Munger took the man home with her and cared for him. Her extraordinary act of

generosity had its roots in the community. For the previous year and a half, she had

volunteered at McAdory House, answering a calling to "work with the AIDS person,"

perhaps an outgrowth of a childhood spent watching her father care for patients suffering

from tuberculosis, another stigmatized disease. 100 As long-term AIDS survivor Alan

Huff commented,

It was ironic you'd find these more mature older women, you'd call them
grandma types, who did help the gay community, back in the early stages of the

98 Ibid. Bering Methodist Church also donated space for a dental clinic, which operated on
donated equipment and volunteers from the Houston District Dental Society. Patients of the clinic were
charged based upon ability to pay, with indigent patients treated at no charge; "Church to Open Dental
Clinic," Montrose Voice, 28 August, 1987.

99 Alan Huff, interviewed by Jonathan Heath, tape recording, Houston, TX, 4 April 2005. It is
worth noting that, unlike other cities such as New York, Houston's AIDS case load remained predominantly
gay throughout the 1980s. In 1987, 84 percent of AIDS cases were among gay or bisexual men, with
another 10 percent occurring among gay or bisexual intravenous drug users; "AIDS Surveillance Report."

100 Rosalind Jackler, " 'I felt really called' 75-year-old Houston grandmother to open hospice for
AIDS victims," The Houston Post, 26 August 1986; Barbara Karkabi, "Retired teacher envisions hospice
for dying AIDS patients," Houston Chronicle, 29 June 1986.
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epidemic, that had ... lived through TB and polio and WWII and ... had no issues
bringing [home] or supporting someone who's dealing with AIDS. 101 .

During her time at McAdory House, Munger had encountered another man who

had to be hospitalized in the end stages of the disease, pleading "If I could only go home

and not die in the hospital." Time and time again, these dying young men in their last

weeks had expressed the desire to "go home to die," but in so many cases home remained

too far away, or forbidden by fearful, rejecting family members. Some parents even said

"Don't ever darken my door again," Munger recalled. 102 As with Fabian Bridges, "no

one was interested in dealing with an unemployed, poor, gay white man with full-blown

AIDS in the 80s," remembered Huff. 103 Most of these men in the first years of the

epidemic died alone in a hospital room, although Munger recalled a patient who died in a

corridor, having waited for a room in Ben Taub for 24 hours. 104 At a cost of as much as

$200 per day, hospitals often resisted terminally ill AIDS patients; nursing homes

regularly turned PW As away as well.105 Finding a solution required an individual to step

up and offer the care that mainstream society remained unwilling to provide.

After her work with McAdory House and her invitation to the discharged patient,

Munger gradually realized that Houston had a great need for a true hospice where people

dying of AIDS could receive care in the later stages of the disease. Since no one else had

stepped forward to address the issue, Munger went to her church minister at Christ

Church Cathedral, and with the support of a friend, Michael Shuff, formed a mailing list,

drafted a board of directors, and began the task of raising funds to rent or purchase a

101 Huff, 4-5.
102 Karkabi, "Retired teacher."
103 Huff, 4-5.
104 Karkabi, "Retired teacher."
105 Pugh, "The Growing Fear of AIDS."
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building. Initially hoping to purchase a property, the first house chosen proved too

expensive. Another rental property fell through when its owners discovered the

occupants would be "dying AIDS patients.v'" Munger described the frustration of

receiving calls from "this or that patient who has one week to live" and not yet having a

place to offer. However by August 1986, Munger located a rental property and Omega

House opened. 107

The hospice, located on the first floor of a Montrose duplex, initially offered only

three beds, but expanded to ten as funding became available. As with McAdory House,

the limited amount of space required selectivity "based on need," or in other words, the

most indigent and closest to death were first in line, a "painful" choice for Munger and

the staff to make. Dr. Awe served as chief physician for PW As in the facility, as well as

director of a volunteer staff that included four other physicians and 16 nurses and

aides.108 Munger herself pledged to offer her "gentle support" for PW As as well as their

families. Aptly described by one of her children, "you've helped people start out in life,

and now you seem called to help see the closing.,,109 Munger's friend, Michael Shuff,

took the title of Executive Director.

Upon the opening of Omega House, Shuff described the "extraordinarily meager"

amount of funds available, with monthly expenses expected to be near $10,000. Still, the

cost of providing hospice care for one PW A would be approximately $90, a significant

reduction over hospital care. Support for the hospice initially came from Presbyterian

106 Karkabi, "Retired teacher."
107 Jackler, "'I felt really called.'"
108 Ibid.
109 Karkabi, "Retired teacher."
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and Episcopal churches as well as private donations. !!O Dr. Awe had approached state

legislators about providing funding and received the response that it was "Houston's

problem."!!!

In the same year Eleanor Munger opened her hospice, Houston medical

institutions appeared to be making strides toward addressing the large need for outpatient

care to relieve the overburdened hospital district. Unfortunately, as with the inaction in

Houston city government, PW As ultimately found themselves looking elsewhere for

solutions to this need as well. The new hospital, known as the Institute for

Immunological Disorders, opened through a joint agreement between American Medical

International, Inc. (AMI), the University of Texas Health Science Center, and M.D.

Anderson. Occupying the former Citizens General Hospital, the Institute held the

distinction of being the first and only AIDS-specific research and treatment facility in the

nation, "an exciting journey into the unknown" for Houston, according to Dr. Roger

Bolger, president of the UT Health Science Center. Dr. Peter Mansell, then director of

M.D. Anderson's AIDS research program, had been chosen to head the Institute, and to

bring M.D. Anderson's outpatient clinic along with him, as well as $5.8 million in federal

research grants and contracts. Along with offering the property itself, AMI planned to

invest $3 million in "equipment and capital improvements," as well as management and

staff, while acknowledging it might take the Institute three years to "turn a profit.,,!!2

The achilles heel of the Institute, however, appeared to be the issue of

uncompensated care-just as great a problem in New York and San Francisco, but

110 Jackler, '''I felt really called. ",
III "Public Funding Not Enough," Lifeline, June 1987.
112 Rosalind Jackler, "First AIDS hospital approved," The Houston Post, 30 July 1986.
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overcome through municipal and state funding. Facing an unexpected disease with

complex and continuous treatment needs at relatively young ages, a great many AIDS

patients at the time possessed neither health insurance nor the financial means to pay for

their care, leaving the burden upon the admitting hospital. Although AIDS patients "ran

the gamut," Institute physician Dr. Gary Brewton described a "big drain" on the hospital

from the unemployed and uninsured to "marginally employed who did or didn't have

much health insurance," leaving a "tremendous amount of uncompensated care."l13 The

rumor at the time, to his recollection, involved the Institute "not billing for a lot of the

services they were providing," including outpatient drugs. With an estimated annual cost

of $40,000 to treat an AIDS patient, a reported 50 percent of whom lacked financial

means to pay for their own care, and a $250,000 budget for indigent care from AMI, a

clear budgetary problem existed. I 14

Further complicating the hospital's troubled situation, local physicians preferred

to send their private patients to other hospitals, starving the Institute of a potential influx

of insured patients. Dr. Mansell accused these doctors of "hanging onto patients until

they were impoverished," then sending them to the Institute. I 15 Of the 150 beds, only one

fifth had ever been prepared for patients, with an average of 12 occupied beds daily. By

March of 1987, after accumulating $2 million in uncompensated care, AMI stopped

taking new indigent patients, laid off some staff, and called a meeting with UT

representatives to discuss solutions for the Institute's "difficulties." Less than a year after

1!3 Dr. Gary Brewton, interviewed by Jonathan Heath, tape recording, Houston, TX, 1 September
2005,2-3.

114 Ruth SoRelle, "AIDS Hospital to close doors," Houston Chronicle, 6 August 1987.
115 D.J. Wilson, "AIDS hospital anniversary to be somber observance," The Houston Post, 31

August 1987.
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its September 1986 opening, the financial hole facing the hospital ultimately ran over $7

million deep in August of 1987. According to AMI vice president Thomas C. Sawicki,

this "extraordinary loss" forced AMI to withdraw from the Institute within a year. I 16

The withdrawal left physicians and administrators at the Institute scrambling to

find other places to treat the numerous outpatients. M.D. Anderson made it clear that

these patients would not return there, while Jefferson Davis-a hospital known for

turning AIDS patients away and described by the Foundation as "inadequate"-expected

an influx and increased its clinic capacity accordingly. I 17 Dr. Mansell worried most

about how to "salvage" the drug and treatment research funded under the $5.8 million

NIAID grant to M.D. Anderson. Turning to city government and community leaders, Dr.

Mansell found little support or solutions, leading him to warn "Houston will be the

laughing stock of the medical community worldwide .... There will be no place to go to

get experimental treatment." Dr. Brewton speculated that patients hoping to continue

such treatment-including an on-going study involving AZT and its effectiveness-

would need to travel as far as New Orleans, Miami, or San Diego to find what the

Institute had offered. I 18

Ultimately, the Institute's staff and patients "scattered to the wind," leaving many

filled with questions, suspicions, and bitter regrets. Dr. Brewton wondered, in "moments

116 SoRelle, "AIDS Hospital to close doors."
117 Joe W. Tumlinson and Donald L. Skipwith, "PROPOSAL: To Establish a Harris County Task

Force on AIDS," AIDS Foundation Houston, Inc., 24 April 1987.
118 DJ. Wilson, "AIDS hospital anniversary." Dr. Brewton's concerns proved to be valid. In

1988, following the Institute's collapse, M.D. Anderson failed to secure a portion of a $5.2 million federal
Health Resource Services Administration (HRSA) grant for AIDS treatment and prevention due to lack of
"adequate coordination among agencies." Louisiana State University was the closest institution receiving
the grant. After pleas from Harris County Judge Jon Lindsay and Mayor Whitmire, the agency approved a
scaled-down, $348,000 version of the original grant; Ruth SoRelle, "Houston fails to get federal AIDS
grant," Houston Chronicle, 14 Aprill988; Ruth SoRelle, "Houston wins $348,000 grant for AIDS work,"
Houston Chronicle, 30 September 1988.
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of suspiciousness," whether it had been "all planned that way," with M.D. Anderson.

uninterested in caring for patients with only marginally cancer-related disease and AMI

seeking to eliminate a competitor to the primary AIDS hospitals it already owned in

Houston, Park Plaza and Twelve Oaks. The "other villains" in Dr. Brewton's eyes were

UT and Baylor College of Medicine, who both declined to pick up the "hot potato" of

AIDS treatment and research in Houston. I19 Allen Huff, whose brother had been treated

at the Institute, remembered his "great hopes" for potentially "substantial breakthroughs"

in treatment at the Institute. When the hospital failed, he, his brother, and his mother,

were "all very upset about it, because it was kind of like this hope was taken away from

us," leaving him "very resentful, and just, mad.,,12o Chris Kihnel of the PWA Coalition

pointed a finger at lack of government leadership to find ways to keep the Institute's

doors open: "I'm very sad, but I'm not necessarily angry with AMI. I am mad at city,

state and federal authorities for not helping them."l2l

Had the Institute been properly funded, it would have fit well into the San

Francisco model of AIDS care, which targeted outpatient and home-based care as a

crucial means of providing essential services while reducing costs. San Francisco had

utilized this type of care-through collaboration between the city and CBOs-to

significantly reduce costs, compared to New York, where hospitals remained the primary

source of health care for PWAs. The difference between these two cities, as described by

Altman, and Houston, appears to be the level of city collaboration and funding, which in

the case of San Francisco reduced overall costs by limiting the amount of AIDS patients

119 Brewton, 2-3.
120 Huff, 22.
121 DJ. Wilson, "News about AIDS facility stuns patients, staff," The Houston Post, 7 August

1987.
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utilizing San Francisco General Hospital's "AIDS ward" to just ten percent. In New.

York, costs simply spiraled out of control, running as high as $1 million per week,

according to Altman. The reliance on existing medical institutions threatened to exhaust

the availability of beds for AIDS patients. 122

Beyond the problem of overburdened hospitals, both public and private, nursing

homes throughout the country uniformly denied admittance to AIDS patients. 123

Understanding the complex financial burdens, social stigma, and poor prognosis that

made AIDS an unappealing disease for existing city health care-facilities, Houston's gay

community organizations attempted to provide some degree of outpatient care to ease the

strain upon hospitals. Despite the lack of collaboration with the city, as early as

September 1984, the Foundation offered home health and nursing services, through an

agreement with three private agencies. The idea for this "experimental out-patient

project" had been discussed at the second community meeting held to discuss the issues

of homeless pWAS.124 The Foundation sought to identify procedures that could be

administered easily at home, eliminating the need for hospitalization. Thus, in this

service, for example, a "traveling IV team" trained a PW A or family member over a ten-

day period in the administering of his or her own IV at home. According to Guiot, "The

principle is that people get better at home rather than in a hospital setting.,,125

Meanwhile, the Montrose Clinic began offering aerosolized pentamadine, the first

prophylactic treatment for pneumocystis carynii pneumonia (PCP). These twice-a-month

122 Altman, 123.
123 Wilson, "History," 12.
124 "Patient Services Expands its Role"; Wilson, "History," 12. According to Wilson, the second

community meeting set out the plan for what eventually became McAdory House, as well as consideration
of how to solve the problem created by nursing homes denying AIDS patients. At this meeting, the
"concept of providing home health care" emerged as a potential solution.

125 "Patient Services Expands its Role."
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treatments cost around $100 per month. Here, the clinic benefited from private

donations, in some cases, outside of the gay community. The machines for the inhalation

of the drug carne from a generous benefactor, and "Mattress Mac" of Gallery Furniture

stepped in to donate recliners, when it became apparent the drug worked better if patients

reclined during treatment. "I told him what our problem was and I think within six hours

there was a truck unloading of recliners for us," Dr. Grimes remembered. 126

The biggest challenge in providing this treatment, however, was locating funds.

As Dr. Grimes explains, "we wouldn't start anybody until we had $1200 in the bank" to

guarantee any person started on pentamadine would be treated for a year. Fortunately for

the clinic, Dr. Grimes and Ralph Lasher managed to improve the budget progressively.

During Lasher's stint as Director of AIDS-and eventually Executive Director-at the

clinic, its budget went from $300,000 per year, to approximately $2.5 million due to huge

increases in federal grants and private donations. Dr. Grimes also made a deal with

managed-care companies, who were spending $500 per in-horne treatment of aerosolized

pentamadine, to treat their patients for half the cost if they would corne directly to the

clinic. Still, they ended up with a queue for this treatment until bactrim, a "ten cent pill,"

replaced pentamadine as the preferred prophylactic for PCP. 127

Unfortunately, periods of long-term hospitalization remained virtually inevitable

for a PWA in the 1980s. For these individuals, having practical and emotional support,

beyond a nursing staff and doctors, was essential. Thus, in 1985, KS/ AIDS Foundation

126 Grimes, 6.
127 Ibid, 6-7. In 1988, the Clinic also participated in a study undertaken by Baylor College of

Medicine to examine the effectiveness of the first AIDS drug, Retrovir, or AZT. Approximately 100
subjects were recruited for the double-blind, placebo-controlled study; "News Release," Montrose Clinic, 7
July 1988, CVBL.
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volunteer Val Hebert founded the Hospital Volunteer Team, yet another of the

Foundation's new support services. Working in groups of around five pairs of

volunteers, the teams canvassed the three primary hospitals treating AIDS patients:

Memorial Southwest, Park Plaza, and Jefferson Davis. Each day a different pair went

door to door visiting a set of rooms, giving the patients "a variety of people to talk to" as

well.128 Visiting people with AIDS in the hospital required a willingness to do a variety

of tasks for a person who might have been a complete stranger, as hospital visitor Robert

Snellgrove recalled, from "rubbing their feet" to reading or talking to them-anything to

provide a feeling of comfort. 129 Typically overloaded with cases, nurses often thanked

hospital visitation teams, who not only checked on a PW As condition, but provided much

needed social interaction. As Wagman, a member of a visitation team, recalled,

... they [the nurses] were totally interactive with us. They didn't spare anything, it
was like they welcomed people coming and I remember being sort of afraid to
impose on them but I think it was a relief for the nursing staff to have people
come in and visit the patients because they knew how desperate the situation was.
So they wanted all the help they could get. 130

Despite never having been comfortable in a hospital before, Snellgrove described

spending "tons and tons of time" visiting hospitalized PW As, soon reaching a point

where they "became like home. I knew the lounge, the staff and I were on a first name

basis. We knew everything about each other. It was just home." 131

Providing a sense of company proved the most valuable gift a hospital visitor

could give. Hospital Volunteer Team Leader Sue Donahoe, who had responded to the

128 "Hospital Volunteer Team Has Demanding But Rewarding Job," Lifeline, September-October
1988.

129 Snellgrove, 7.
130 Wagman, 13.
131 Snellgrove, 7.
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"image of people [with AIDS] being left alone" in hospital rooms and chose to "get

involved," found herself "amazed at the difference the visits made" for PW As. Donahoe

described a great "need for people to come in and not just talk about their illness but talk

to them like (they would to) anybody else.,,132 As Snellgrove recalled, the main objective

was spending time with the PWA, "which was so important to people that, when they

went to sleep somebody would be there, because they were really afraid to go to sleep,

because they were afraid of dying in their sleep.,,133 As Houston attorney and hospital

visitation Team Leader Mitchell Katine explained, with PW As often abandoned by

family and friends, having even "strangers who come and stand at their sides" reduced

their loneliness. The significance of "those few 'quality' minutes each person gives to

each individual patient" made the task worthwhile. 134

Despite considering himself a "shy person," Katine preceded his long service as a

PWA volunteer legal counselor with the simple task of walking around AIDS floors

asking "Want some company?" at each door. In interacting with hospitalized PWAs,

Katine sought to "give motivational, happy experiences" as well as to "share quiet, sad

times." Katine also saw the need to offer company and comfort to a PWA's family

members and loved ones.135 Social worker Dennis Milam also visited hospitalized

PWAs, entering each room as the "friendly visitor" with food, reading materials, and a

keen awareness for the PWA's mood. Milam remembered that "Some of the people

would look at you and say I don't want to see you today, and then the next person would

132 "People making a difference," Lifeline, March 1989.
133 Snellgrove, 7.
134 "Hospital Volunteer Team Has."
135 Mitchell Katine, interviewed by Jonathan Heath, tape recording, Houston, TX, 11 May 2005, 2;

"Hospital Volunteer Team Has."
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want to talk your ear off. ... Some of those people didn't have anybody, I mean nobody

was with them.,,136

Milam emphasized the difficulty, as a volunteer, of having to "deal with all those

people dying all the time.,,137 However, in spite of facing such an "emotionally

demanding" task, volunteers felt driven to continue visitations. 138Snellgrove reminded

himself to focus on "who is alive and needs support," putting aside his own grief. 139

Often "numb" and overwhelmed, Snellgrove continued his hospital visitations with the

attitude that "You just do it, because you have to. It's just because it's there, it has to be

done, so you just do it." Explaining where he found the strength to take on such an

emotionally demanding role in the war of AIDS, he said,

The strength just came. It's like okay, this is what I need to do today. This is just
where it is. And you did it. It sounds so simplistic but it really is that simple. It
just had to be done. And I couldn't ignore it. Ijust couldn't. It just wasn't an
option for me to say that this wasn't happening. 140

In hindsight, volunteers considered the task a rewarding one. As Katine stated,

"Volunteers learn something about life on each weekly visit.,,141 For Milam, the lesson

learned was the value of making friendships with people, regardless of their condition or

prognosis.i'f Similarly, Donahoe viewed the work as "the most fulfilling thing" she had

ever done. 143Snellgrove described his work visiting dying PW As as a "huge, huge gift"

by forcing him to "question everything. What makes sense when people in their twenties

136 Milam, 9.
137 Ibid., 3.
138 "Hospital Volunteer Team Has."
139 Snellgrove, 7.
140 Ibid, 8.
141 "Hospital Volunteer Team Has."
142 Milam, 9.
143 "People making a difference," Lifeline, March 1989.
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and thirties are all dying?,,144 In the void of his loss, he arrived at the conclusion that in

"working with people who are dying, the greatest gift of all is it makes you intensely

alive. That's a huge gift." In the void of so many losses, Snellgrove realized that

"human relationships and human interaction" had importance, where "paying $250 a

square foot for an office buildout" seemed trivial in comparison. The lesson he has

learned is to "Live! Live! Live passionately. Live it all.,,145 What Wagman-who lost

her son to AIDS in 1988-thought would be "very depressing," watching "person after

person die," turned out to be surprisingly rewarding. In working directly with PW As, she

"found more love and comfort" than she had ever experienced. From her interaction with

gay men, she came to feel, "This is my community.vv"

Throughout his career working with PWAs, both in and out of hospitals, Katine

came across many peers and staff members who warned him that such work would be

"ruining your career" and "throwing it all away for people who are going to die anyway."

Upon reflection, Katine has a simple answer for why he continued this work, despite the

apparent drawbacks for himself personally: he "could never have said" to his future

children that he "just did nothing.,,147

Beyond the invaluable support volunteers provided inside hospitals, from the first

few months of the epidemic in Houston, the Montrose Counseling Center (MCC)

responded with counseling options designed for PW As and their loved ones. 148Although

MCC provided individual and group therapy, its support groups offered perhaps the most

144 Snellgrove, 8.
145 Ibid, 13.
146 Wagman, 6.
147 Katine, 2-3.
148 MCC's San Francisco counterpart in this endeavor was Shanti Project, which offered AIDS

support groups as early as 1982; Andriote, 91.
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accessible means of coping with the disease. Starting with the first support group in .

October 1982, MCC expanded to 12 groups spanning the AIDS experience, from short-

term and long-term diagnosed PWAs, to persons with AIDS-related complex (ARC), to

those only testing positive but not ill, to family members, lovers, and friends, to the

"worried well.,,149 Attendance for the support group for PWAs ranged from six to 20,

and on the second Monday of each month, each PWA brought a guest of his or her own

choosing.P'' By April of 1985, MCC was counseling over 100 clients, including

residents of the newly opened McAdory House. Each support group had a facilitator

"specially trained" in leading groups dealing with the topic of AIDS.151 Writing in July

of 1983, Voice reporter David Muiener raised the practical and emotional set of questions

a PW A might ask: "What happens to the AIDS victim once he has been diagnosed? How

does he tell his family, friends or lover? Will he lose his job due to illness? Who will be

there when he needs help?,,152

Some topics addressed in group therapy dealt with practical issues, such as how to

communicate with doctors and nurses, how to prepare a will, how to come out to family

when one has AIDS, and whether to have sex again. At other times, the complex

emotions of life as a PW A took center stage, as patients expressed fear, anger, and guilt.

For one new participant, "The worst" was the uncertainty of whether "you'll get better or

149 "AIDS Project Support Groups," Montrose Counseling Center, 1988; Linthicum, "Montrose and
AIDS." Support groups also formed at Bering Memorial Methodist Church and Resurrection Metropolitan
Community Church as early as 1987; "Spiritual Support Group," Lifeline, March 1987.

150 David Muiener, "A Family Created by Adversity: The AIDS Support Group," Montrose Voice, 8
July 1983.

151 "MCC's AIDS Program offers expanded services," The Montrose Counseling Center Newsletter,
First Quarter 1986.

152 David Muiener, "A Family Created by Adversity."
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worse .... if the limited forms of treatment will help .... how you got it. ... if you've.

already given it to someone else. There's a lot of not knowing with AIDS.,,153

Psychotherapist Gary Treese and medical social worker Margaret Weld were co-

leaders of one of the first PWA support groups held at MCC. When a new person joined

the group, they and the group's regulars strove to "put him at ease and make him feel

comfortable," encouraging the exchange of phone numbers to keep support available

"day or night" during the potentially "difficult days ahead." Yet observing this group,

reporter Muiener noted the striking "calmness" of its participants, who spoke with

"affection and concern" for a group member who did not attend because his illness had

taken a bad turn. Nor was the group a "depressed, morbid gathering," but often one filled

with jokes and laughter," only traced with "bitterness, anger and frustration" at times.

Evidential of the support group's success, a man who had just joined remarked

afterwards, "I haven't laughed this much in two months." Overall, the reporter remarked

about the strength of positive attitude among the group's members, asking, "Could I have

that much determination or courage, if! was sitting in their place?,,154

Over time, MCC director Bill Scott noted that the new "fear of dying" and

survivor's guilt replaced "coming out issues" as the primary psychological question, even

among individuals 30 years old and younger. By 1987, the number of deaths in the

community and "dealing with one after another" caused a "bereavement overload" and

"numbness to death," as Scott described. Bar owner Alan Pierce commented, "It's just so

commonplace nowadays to be losing friends. After you've lost a number of friends, it's

153 Ibid.
154 Ibid.
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unfortunate, but you sort of become desensitized to it.,,155 By March 30, 1990, nearly a

decade into the epidemic, 2,345 deaths from AIDS had been recorded in Houston-a

number that may have been even higher given the possibility that some deaths from the

disease were never properly attributed. 156

Many surviving PWAs recalled an endless ritual of attending funerals and coping

with the loss of individuals who played integral parts in their own lives. Long-term

AIDS survivor Quentin Martin, who also attended an MCC support group, remembered

that he "just started going to funerals and it just went on and on-and on, and it decimated

the community.v'Y Long-term survivor Bill Bridges explained his inability to think

about the 30 to 50 friends lost to AIDS, likely a "defense mechanism" from so many

deaths. "I mean you can't realize this, and the only ones that can relate to what I'm

saying are those who have been, who were in a war and had all of the people killed

around them, horribly," Bridges stated. 158

Coping with the issues of death and dying became a major focus for a new

organization, Body Positive, created by two HIV positive men, MCC founder Bill Scott

and Gary Schalles. Launched in June of 1988, the non-profit, volunteer-based

organization aimed to help Houston's PWAs "cope" with the disease and "do the work to

get OK' mentally, even physically." Body Positive started work with a PW A by

assigning a buddy, much like the Foundation's system, except these buddies all had the

distinction of being HIV positive and had received training from a psychotherapist. After

155 Linthicum, "Montrose and AIDS."
156 James I. Campbell, "City releases data on AIDS mortality," Houston Chronicle, 11 April

1990. Not every PWA, particularly closeted gay or bisexual males, was comfortable letting an AIDS
diagnosis go on a doctor's chart. Physicians, in turn, were not always comfortable with the possibility of
the public knowing a PW A was in the hospital or under his or her care.

157 Martin, 2.
158 Bill Bridges, interviewed by Jonathan Heath, tape recording, Houston, IX, 13 April 2005, 13.
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this stage, a PW A entered ten weeks of "peer counseling," the third week often being the

"tough one." As co-founder Scott explained,

[In week three] you look at what your life means, your legacy, your unfinished
business .... Imagine your funeral. Are there going to be lots of aunts and uncles
who didn't know you had AIDS? Resolve anger. Complete relationships. Ask,
are you in line with the gods? We have no religious bent, but whatever you
believe, get in line with it. 159

The next stage for PWAs involved visualizing death and learning how to talk

about it. As Scott recommended, "Do it your way .... Be proud of it. Have a fabulous

dying. Pick out your mother's dress." After this activity, the message given to PWAs was

to "go on with your life," leaving behind all "that fear hanging around in the back of your

mind. With some PWAs, still alive as many as six years after diagnosis, this message of

continuing to "plan for the future" proved essential. Despite the unimaginable grief from

the loss of so many friends, "death has its gifts, too. Those of us who survive are not

weaker, but stronger." Describing the difficult, but fortunate position oflong-term AIDS

survivors, Scott explained that each PWA had "the choice," beginning each day, "to think

about AIDS or dance in the sunshine. A lot of people are dealing with AIDS. We're at the

point where we want quality oflife. We're dancing." 160

After three months of grieving and unshakeable depression following his lover's

death from AIDS, long-term survivor Martin decided to deal with AIDS himself, signing

up for a similar activity: the "AIDS Mastery Workshop." Designed in New York with

the involvement of Elisabeth Kubler Ross (an author of numerous works on death and

dying), this workshop aimed to help survivors "come to terms with AIDS and being sick

159 Claudia Feldman, "Group helps HIV-positive members 'do work to get OK,'" Houston
Chronicle, 8 October 1989.

160 Ibid.
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and dying." After attending the workshop, Martin described being able to get his "head

above water" and take "my first breath of air." 161

As necessary as these services were, they did not come without a financial burden

for the organizations offering them. In particular, the MCC struggled with the sudden

and expanding need to offer counseling services on a limited budget, only $150,000 in

1984. Therapy for PW As for the following year carried an estimated cost of $30-

$40,000, with an $11,000 debt incurred for 1984. The Foundation had donated $1,000,

but this was not enough to offset the increase in PW As requesting counseling and support

groups. Normally, client fees of $30 per hour for each PW A counseled would have

generated $18,000, but with PW As lacking anywhere else to turn and often financially

strained, the MCC often waived these fees. Although support groups remained free, the

MCC tried to adjust for the shortfall by charging $25 per hour for individual counseling,

making it slightly less accessible. 162

Publicly, the MCC increased its appeals for donations, stating the importance of

private funding to make up the budgetary gap created by so many new individuals

requiring psychological support and the continued absence of public funding. The MCC

"encouraged" readers of the Voice to "adopt" a PWA receiving therapy, providing a

donation to cover the costs. Public workshops for individuals outside of financially

struggling PW As-such as nurses and doctors-offered hope of closing the debt.

"Ultimately," the MCC urged, "a community crisis must be solved by the community of

individuals who care.,,163 Muiener in turn explained that "generous" donations of

161 Martin, 3.
162 "Going the Extra Mile: Appeal from the Counseling Center," Montrose Voice, 22 March 1985.
163 Ibid.
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counselors and meeting space provided by the MCC showed that, through these AIDS

support groups, the community had demonstrated it would "not let its people down. "We

can take pride," he wrote, "that, in Houston, we are responding to the AIDS problem,"

and trust that the groups would "continue to function as long as there is a need.,,164 That

the MCC continued to offer numerous support groups demonstrated its commitment to

the psychological health of PWAs and the community as a whole-essential as PWAs

began to live longer and healthier during the late 1980s.

Long-term AIDS survival put pressure on the Foundation's budget as well. With

"many other groups ... soliciting funds" to provide AIDS support services, surprisingly,

the Foundation found ways to increase fundraising parallel to increased need for "more

long-term services.,,165 Pledge drives in 1987 and 1988 brought in $200,000 and

$255,000 respectively through direct mail and telemarketing to individuals and

businesses, can collections, and fundraising benefits at bars.166 These increases kept the

Foundation's budget in balance with steady growth in clients needing support services

but still required special event fundraisers. Gradually, out of necessity, in the late 1980s

the Foundation became more creative and directly involved with the design and

promotion of these special events, and less reliant on groups like Diana. Although a

"jazz concert benefit" in 1986 fizzled, "Fannin Street Bingo," proved especially

popular.167 However, an even more notable success occurred with an event called "A

164 Muiener, "A Family Created by Adversity."
165 "AFH 1988 pledge drive produces over $250,000 in cash and pledges," Lifeline, March 1989.
166 "AIDS group raises $200,336 in pledges," Houston Chronicle, 22 November 1987; "AFH 1988

pledge drive"; "AIDS fund drive underway," Houston Chronicle, 8 August 1988.
167 Susan Warren, "Houston's elite fund-raiser for AIDS Foundation fizzles," Houston Chronicle, 6

November 1986; "Bingo raises AIDS funds," Houston Chronicle, 29 November 1987.
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Shopping Spree for All," held at the George R. Brown Convention Center on the

weekend of May 21-22, 1988.168

The concept of the sale, sponsored by Foley's Department Stores and The

Houston Post, came from a similar event in San Francisco that had raised $100,000. The

Foundation set itself the goal of surpassing this mark. 169With over 300 volunteers

working at the event, donations of "new, brand-named clothing and merchandise"

streamed in to the convention center from Foley's stores across the Houston area to be

sorted, tagged "at or below wholesale prices," and displayed. 170_Other volunteers served

as salespersons, cashiers, and door watchers. To further draw a crowd, the Foundation

also tried to bring a "festive atmosphere" to the event with "live music, clowns, local

celebrities and colorful decorations." Another hope for the event was drawing greater

awareness of the AIDS crisis in Houston: 1,800 diagnosed cases and the fourth highest

amount in the nation. 171

By 10 a.m. on Saturday, the doors opened for the sale. Working at the event,

KS/AIDS Foundation volunteer Freda Wagman remembered the crowd waiting:

People were lined up to twice around the building, and it was a big building. But
they were lined up at seven a clock in the morning, and when the doors opened
they just came storming in like we were giving stuff away, which we practically
were. 172

The event attracted 15,000 shoppers, with 9,000 visiting the next day.173 By 2 p.m.

Sunday, the "hundreds of pieces of merchandise" had been reduced to "one small box of

168 "Sale for AIDS Foundation nets $267,000," Houston Chronicle, 23 May 1988.
169 "Shopping Spree raises $267,000," Lifeline, May-June 1988.
170 Ibid; "Foley's, Houston Post plan benefit sale for AFH," Lifeline, April 1988.
171 "Foley's, Houston Post."
172 Wagman, 9.
173 "Sale for AIDS Foundation."
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items," forcing the sale to close four hours early. 174"By the time it was over," Wagman

remembered, "they had sold even the hangers that the sport coats were on," and "what

was left over they put in the backseat of a station wagon and drove OUt.,,175The $267,000

raised almost tripled the amount at San Francisco's event. 176

"Elated" was the reaction from Chairman of the board, John Paul Barnich, who

identified support services, including the McAdory House, as that which stood to benefit

the most from the windfall. Foley's spokeswoman Cherri Carbonara called the sale a

"raging success" and "tremendous show of community support:,,177 However, the

Foundation deserved the most credit for finding a practical way to combine their strong

volunteer base, a company willing to get involved, and an event concept that both elicited

interest and produced substantial profit. As they had with safe sex events at bars, the

Foundation found a way to put all the pieces together, creating a unified whole.

At the same time the Foundation was having success expanding programs and

fundraising-which by October of 1988 included a $130,000 HRSA grant-the city of

Houston continued to struggle searching for answers on how to improve its AIDS

response.l " In 1986, despite having the fourth highest AIDS caseload, Houston lost out

on a $1.4 million Robert Woods Johnson Foundation Grant due to the absence of

demonstrated city and county participation thus far into the epidemic. Dallas and

Atlanta, both with much smaller caseloads, received grants because of their "more active

174 "Shopping Spree raises."
175 Wagman, 9.
176 "Sale for AIDS Foundation."
177 "Shopping Spree raises."
178 "AFH receives grant money," Lifeline, September-October 1988.
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and coordinated public sector[s].,,179 Andriote mentions this requirement of collaboration

between local government, medical institutions, and CBOs-an attempt to facilitate the

spread of San Francisco's model of AIDS response. ISOAltman praises the city's quick

action to fund AIDS efforts, allocating $2.1 million as early as October 1982, and tripling

this amount by 1985, as well as maintaining oversight of city funded projects through an

"AIDS office" and "mayoral task force."lsl Houston attempted its own mayoral task

forces but acted neither quickly nor extensively in providing funding.

By 1988, the city attempted to allocate $525,000 in state and federal funds for

"community development" toward the purchase of a Montrose-area apartment complex,

to be run by the Foundation, which could house PW As. However, six months after the

facility began housing AIDS patients, the sale fell through over the city's $392,000

appraisal of the building. Shortly after, the property's management informed these new

residents their leases would "not be renewed."IS2 The following year, Dr. Awe refused to

direct a new AIDS outpatient clinic on Thomas Street, citing "an insufficient

commitment of funds and personnel" from the county hospital district. IS3

Both the city and county were developing a reputation for inadequacy,

particularly in comparison with San Francisco. The director of the HRSA AIDS

program, Dr. Sam Matheny, offered an explanation for Houston's failure to receive grant

proposals: lack of coordination between city and county, and lack of local funds

designated for AIDS. Dr. James O. Mason of the CDC cited the need for "local

179 Tumlinson and Skipwith, "PROPOSAL," 5.
180 Andriote, 268.
181 Altman, 128-129.
182 Mike Yuen, "AIDS carriers told leases won't be renewed," The Houston Post, 28 December

1988.
183 D.J. Wilson, "Doctor hopes refusal to lead AIDS clinic draws attention to inadequate

planning," The Houston Post, 25 January 1989.
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leadership" and "local programs and initiatives," combined with "state dollars," around

which to allocate federal funds. 184From an assigned HRSA "projects officer," John N.

Krzemien, the city received pointed criticism for not taking the lead in the issues of horne

health care, hospice care, and IV drug user rehabilitation, as well as for closing STD

clinics and bungling applications for federal funds. Krzemien's evaluation of the

community response, however, was much different. Citing Omega House, the Bering

Day Care Center, the AIDS Foundation, and the Montrose Clinic, he applauded the

"tremendous work done by people in the private sector who have corne in, developed

programs and given personal time and resources.,,185

By 1990, the city health department was in a position to take over services already

provided for by Houston's AIDS organizations. However, after eight years of

experience, the Foundation, the Montrose Clinic, and the Montrose Counseling Center

had learned how to operate more efficiently and effectively than comparable, new

services undertaken by the city through increasing federal grants. The city's new AIDS

hotline, for example "costs three times as much to operate" as the Foundation's hotline.

"I challenge you to take a look at the city's (AIDS care) statistics" stated AIDS

Foundation Houston's executive director, Evelyn Cox, "and compare them to ours."

Clearly, the "best use of the money," Cox felt, would be directly in the hands of the

organizations that had pioneered AIDS care in Houston. 186 After eight years of inaction,

leadership from the city no longer seemed necessary.

184 Ruth SoRelle, "City's difficulties in AIDS funding told," Houston Chronicle, 30 August 1988.
185 Ruth SoRelle, "City'S AIDS efforts seek focus," Houston Chronicle, 5 November 1988.
186 Sheri Cohen Darbonne, "Service providers angry over funding, city AIDS programs,"

Montrose Voice, 23 November 1990.
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Houston's gay community alone had sustained the organizations it built to address

the myriad problems of AIDS with greater dollars and manpower as need increased.

When outsiders offered themselves for service, the organizations of Houston's gay

community welcomed them, trained them, and put them to work. Although the city's

government and established institutions hesitated, stumbled, and often lacked initiative,

the vast needs of PW As did not go unmet because of these tireless and dedicated

individuals and organizations of a redefined and newly expanded "AIDS" community.
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CONCLUSION.

THE AIDS COMMUNITY

Despite its numerous support organizations and volunteers, Houston developed

the undeserved reputation nationally as a city drowning in inaction over AIDS. This

perspective, spelled out in a July 1987 San Francisco Chronicle article by Randy Shilts,

focused on the lack of an "AIDS program" funded and organized by the city government.

While chiding city officials for ignoring the gay community and being "slow to respond

to the epidemic's threat," the article gave clear evidence of how Houston's gay

community was finding ways to close the gap left by city inaction: $550,000 had been

raised in private funds in 1987 and volunteers had answered the need for staff at Omega

House and the AIDS Foundation.l Viewing Houston through the eyes of San Francisco

left the successes of individuals who stood up and took action overlooked and

unrecognized. This perception begs reassessment. Gay Houstonians had responded to

the crisis by building organizations, expanding others, and sustaining each vital facet of

the AIDS community in Houston as the face of the disease, and of the volunteers

responding to the crisis, changed and expanded over time.

As the recognized national leader in the response to the AIDS crisis, San

Francisco had much to boast about. Two organizations, Shanti Project and AIDS

Foundation, provided a vast array of services and education efforts in the city. These

services were, however, comparable to those provided in Houston with one distinct

1 Randy Shilts, "In Houston, 'AIDS Is Spelled G-A-Y,'" San Francisco Chronicle, 30 July 1987.
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difference. While Houston's organizations continued to rely almost exclusively on

fundraisers and private donations throughout the 1980s, San Francisco benefited from a

wealth of financial support from the city as early as 1982. By 1985, 62 percent of

funding for AIDS-related CBOs came from the city. New York's GMHC, although

lagging behind by two to three years, found similar support from the state' San

Francisco's "model" of AIDS care, as described by Andriote and Altman, exhibited an

ideal mixture of "communal organization" and city coordination. Thus, when federal

funds began to flow through the HRSA in the late-1980s, and later the Ryan White Care

Act of 1990, Houston's failure to receive substantial grants traced back to its inability to

implement this model. 3

Clearly, Houston's CBOs could have benefited greatly from this kind of city

involvement. The absence of municipal leadership, however, did not mean the response

to AIDS in Houston was a failure. In a 1983 letter addressed to the editor of This Week in

Texas, KS/AIDS Foundation President Michael Wilson declared that "Houston's

success" in the fight against AIDS "is because of the enterprise and cooperation of

several organizations and individnala.'" Unlike San Francisco (and to a lesser extent,

New York), where significant pressure on government officials by a large and politically

active gay community had instigated a much greater official response, Houston's political

and social environment necessitated a different approach. Although gay community

leaders in the early 1980s might have hoped their growing political clout would elicit a

quick and effective city response, the tradition of forming organizations and seeking

2 Andriote, 269.
3 Ibid., 267; Altman, 88.
4 Michael B. Wilson letter to Chuck Patrick, editor of This Week in Texas, 8 May 1983, JPMHCRC.
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involvement through volunteered hours or donated funds proved to be the greater legacy

of this community organization.

AIDS was never the intended or expected battle for Houston's gay community,

who first organized around discrimination as a casus belli, but when the disease made its

unwelcome appearance, the community responded to it with the same leadership,

volunteerism, and professionalism seen at Town Meeting I. Blunted by a surrounding

climate of conservatism, Houston's gay community had to respond to AIDS internally.

Waiting for city government or hospitals-mired in political calculations and budgetary

restraint-was not an option. In retrospect, Houston may offer its own, entirely different

model for responding to epidemic disease, one far from ideal, but effective nonetheless,

particularly in its ability to offer quick response based upon individual initiative and a

small community rallying rather than waiting for the wheels of government to turn.

The community building of the 1970s came to fruition in response to this

unexpected crisis. Two of the most prominent gay community organizations needed to

respond to AIDS-both with roots in Town Meeting I-already existed in 1981:

Montrose Clinic and Montrose Counseling Center. New organizations, from KS/AIDS

Foundation to Body Positive, followed the constructive, business-like approach of Town

Meeting I, while responding to the problem in a less confrontational manner than seen in

San Francisco and New York. Community leaders like Ray Hill helped to create and

sustain AIDS organizations just as he had political ones before the epidemic, while new

leaders, such as Michael McAdory, showed a determined, focused, yet non-violent

approach parallel to their predecessors. Community-wide support, from business owners

to volunteers, carried over from the political fight to the collective health crisis.
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With the initiative of so many individuals, Houston recorded many firsts,

including the first gay community-wide meeting; the first AIDS disease prevention guide

in "Towards A Healthier Gay Lifestyle"; the first AIDS residence funded entirely through

private donations; the first adult day care center for PW As; the first AIDS-specific

research and treatment facility. Each of these firsts outlines the unique development of

Houston's AIDS response. Not only did individuals take the initiative to create

organizations where need existed, when that need grew and changed, these organizations

adapted and expanded. Despite the financial hurdle and greatly increased need for

volunteers and donations, the KS/AIDS Foundation created an innovative safe sex

campaign, a housing option, and a food pantry. Montrose Clinic found a way to make

HTL V-III testing happen in Houston, while the Montrose Counseling Center expanded

services as PWAs discovered life did not necessarily end immediately upon diagnosis.

In the almost exclusive focus upon San Francisco and New York, historians such

as Altman have relied on an assumption that the only acceptable response to AIDS is one

where federal, state, and municipal government quickly step in to identify the problem,

design solutions, and allocate funds for new services. Because this type of response

happened in the past-such as with Legionnaire's disease in 1976-and did not occur

with AIDS, Altman, Perrow, and Guillen found stigma at the root of this neglect, while

Shilts faulted budget cutting and lack of leadership for the stumbling, inefficient

institutional reaction. Looking at Houston specifically, Shilts saw the same problems

evident nationally, leaving the successes of the city's gay CBOs as little more than a few

sentences in an article. Despite devoting his entire book to criticism of the handling of

the AIDS crisis in the United States, Altman singles out Houston's safe sex campaign.
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This promotion, to Altman, was an idea that "worked because it is so remarkably

American. Where else but America could the idea of safe sex be turned into a

commodity and used as a means of strengthening a communal organizationr'"

While plenty of blame can be spread around in the narrative of AIDS in Houston,

historians have missed the fact that, despite its social and fiscal conservatism, Houston

offered all the services available to a PWA in San Francisco in the 1980s. In spite of

relying exclusively on private funds throughout the decade, none of these services had to

be cut. Perhaps after twenty years historians should set aside understandable frustration at

bureaucracy and instead observe what succeeded in the fight against AIDS, as well as

how and why various gay communities arrived at that success.

Finally, historians have often failed to notice the degree of gay community unity

that pre-dated AIDS in Houston (and elsewhere), as evidenced by the Anita Bryant

protest and Town Meeting I. This runs contrary to Andriote's assessment that AIDS

provided a "level of solidarity that ... gay people never had with one another" before the

epidemic." AIDS may have strengthened, but did not invent this unity. While Andriote

focuses on New York and San Francisco, this thesis has shown the unique environment in

which Houston's AIDS CBOs found a way to survive, and ultimately thrive.

As the epidemic spread, and despite U.S. Department of Health and Human

Services Secretary Margaret Heckler's triumphal prediction of a vaccine by 1987, these

CBOs continued to look for areas to expand in response to continually increasing need,

5 Altman, 165.
6 Andriote, 121.
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while working to raise funds to sustain existing services.' As the disease became less and

less exclusively gay in impact, Houston's volunteer effort mirrored the shift, and a new

AIDS community-within, but extending outside of the gay community-emerged to

continue the fight in the years to come. In 1995, a PWA formed The Center for AIDS,

which focused on information and advocacy. Other organizations, such as Amigos

Volunteers in Education and Service, Donald R. Watkins Foundation, and Houston Area

Community Services, addressed the growing needs of African Americans and Latinos

with AIDS in Houston. The AIDS Foundation, although built, expanded, and sustained

by Houston's gay community, began to serve a primarily African-American clientele,

reflecting a profound change in the face of the epidemic. Desiring to be thought of as

more than a gay institution, the Montrose Clinic changed its name to Legacy Community

Health Services in 2006.8

Since 1996, AIDS has been transformed from a "fatal, stigmatized disease," as

described by Dr. Grimes, to a "manageable condition." This too underscores the value of

Houston's strong community-based response in the 1980s. Where an epidemic of short

duration might come and leave quickly, best dealt with by entrenched government

bureaucracies, the virus which causes AIDS creeps and crawls through society, shifting

its color and definition to evade containment. In the more than twenty years-and

numerous classes of treatments-since it first appeared, AIDS and HIV continue to afflict

millions and shoestring private groups that have grown into permanent organizations

7 Linda Wyche, "As Heckler Leaves HHS, Does Work Against AIDS Go With Her?" Montrose
Voice,4 October 1985.

8 Leigh Hopper, ''Now that AIDS has become a manageable condition, the Montrose Clinic takes
on the area's bigger health picture," Houston Chronicle, 10 February 2006. The KS/AIDS Foundation
removed "KS" from the organization's name in 1987.
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continue to provide essential services. The tenn AIDS may pass into disuse, in favor of

"HIV disease," but its legacy lives on in the organizations it instigated.
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